Orcocilacron™ Red FB 200%
(Disperse Red 60)

Characteristics

- Basis for bright red shades
- Low energy AQ dye
- Very good levelling and buildup properties
- Very good lightfastness, good fastness to wash and crock
- Suitable by Exhaust method
- Can be used for dyeing of PES/WO, CTA and PES/CO blends

Information contained in this technical data sheet is up-to-date and correct to the best of our knowledge at the date of issue and are subject to change. As Organic Dyes and Pigments LLC cannot control or anticipate the conditions under which this product may be used, each user should review the information in specific context of the planned use. Organic Dyes and Pigments LLC will not be responsible for damages of any nature resulting from the use or reliance upon the information contained in this data sheet. No express or implied warranties are given.
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